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A History of the Freshfield Lane Brickworks 
 

Written by ‘Shon’ Bennett circa 1980 
 
     It has been established that Danehurst, the local seat of the Hardy family 
was built by Lt. Col. F. J. Davies. It was purchased by Herbert Carey Hardy in 
1875; his wife was Adela Louisa Cassandra and they raised three sons and 
six daughters. Herbert Hardy died due to an accident on a shooting holiday in 
Scotland in 1888. The present Danehill church was built between 1890 and 
1892 as a memorial to him by his widow and family. Her eldest son Guy 
Charles Hardy died in Florida in 1904 at the age of 31 years. 
     In 1899, Freshfield Lane Brickworks was started by Guy Charles Hardy in 
order to meet the needs of the then extensive Danehurst estate. He had, as 
part of estate policy, deemed it prudent to make bricks on his own land. The 
site he chose was a mile and a half south of Danehill in Freshfield Lane, on a 
bed of Grinstead clay and originally known as the Danehill Brickworks.  
      His agents imported two men named Riley Sitford and Charles Elphick 
who were experienced in the making of hand-made soft mud bricks at 
Hudson’ Brickworks, Hoathly. Mr. Sitford was housed in the attractive old 
house now known as Garden Cottage, in Freshfield Lane, and Mr. Elphick 
one hundred yards to the north in the right hand dwelling of Step Cottages. 
As was the fashion then, both men raised largish families; all the males 
contributing to the growth of F.L.B. as and when they grew capable. 
      The original works was started well back from the road, screened by a 
dense shaw, in a small ploughed field. It is obvious even today that little 
attention was paid to the extent of suitable brick making material available on 
the site. It has since been established that bricks made from 1899 to 1948 
were made from a limited top layer of Grinstead clay. This clay is a fault in the 
more extensive Lower Tonbridge Green Sand, the latter on its own being 
unsuitable for brick making. The original clay used was hand dug in the 
winter, using iron wheeled wooden navvy barrows to stock pile it in a "curf". 
Digging seldom went below the depth of four feet. The curf was allowed to 
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settle and weather to just before absence of frosts made it possible to start 
making bricks. A careful check was made on the settled depth of the clay 
stock pile in order to add roughly three inches of fine refuse ashes for every 
foot in depth of the clay stock. Refuse ashes, or “towns’ ash”, as it was known 
in the trade, came by rail to Sheffield Park station as it was collected from 
towns’ dustbins. It was a long job off loading by hand a rail truck and carting it 
to F.L.B. There it needed to be piled as high as possible to rot down ready for 
sifting by hand, the fine was for use to mix with the clay and the coarse kept 
as dry as possible to put under green (unburnt) bricks in "clamps" a term 
explained later. 
      The capital cost of starting a brickyard, by the method of making, drying, 
and burning in those days was exceedingly low. Apart from hand tools, all 
that was installed was a one horse vertical pug mill; this was vertical with a 
central shaft. The shaft was fitted with pug knives; its top was attached to a 
long pole, with a horse harnessed to a yoke on the other end. The horse 
walked round the pug mill, persuaded by a well aimed lump of clay when 
needed. The pug knives in the mill were slightly inclined to give a downward 
thrust, in addition to chewing up the mixture of clay and ashes fed into the 
top. The mixture was extruded from a ground level opening, the size of which 
was controlled by a metal gate. This latter arrangement gave a crude control 
on the texture of the mix. 
      From the mill, the now termed "pug" was conveyed by barrow and tipped 
out on the ground at the end of a hand brick making table. The table was a 
solidly built purpose made job, about six feet by three feet in working area. All 
was housed under a few sheets of corrugated iron on poles. The maker used 
a" turning iron", like a small spade with most of its blade middle cut away to 
lift the dumped pug from floor level, on to the right hand side of his table. He 
used a semi-circular band of steel, called a "cuckle" with two handles to cut 
off enough pug to make around a brick and a half. This lump of pug, called a 
"walk" was rolled and shaped by three fast movements in fine sand spread on 
the table, in such a way that it could be thrown in a brick mould, with 
considerable force, so that it hit the mould bottom first and then spread to the 
mould sides. This ensured that no sand was wiped off the previously sanded 
mould. 
      For over 2,000 years two types of moulds for hand-making have been in 
use. A slip mould for standard bricks, and box moulds for making special 
shapes. The slip mould is a bottomless steel box which slips over a "stock" 
which forms the bottom of the slip mould; its centre area is domed. The stock 
forms the "frog" of the brick, which affords the opportunity of having trade 
initials imprinted on every brick made. A box mould is, as its name implies, an 
open-topped box with the frog being built in. When making special shapes, 
the mould must be so designed as to allow the brick to leave the mould 
without damaging the shape required. 
      Continuing with a brief description of hand making; having filled the 
mould, the maker is left with a surplus of pug on the top. This was removed 
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with a piece of batten about a foot long called a "strike". This was kept handily 
between making bricks in a drip bowl, surmounted by a drip tub to top up the 
bowl with water. It was essential to keep the strike wet to put a smooth face 
on the flat side of the brick, and to stop the strike from sticking to the surplus 
lump of pug. This lump was called a "codpiece". If the maker was assisted by 
a boy, the boy's job was to keep the stool stocked up with pug, cut off and 
rolls the “walk” and then deftly shoots out his left hand to catch the codpiece 
when the maker struck it off. This surplus lump of pug was thrown back on to 
pile of clay on the table in such a way that the unsanded part stuck to the 
lump, otherwise many bricks would be made with a sand crack causing a 
certain breakage when burnt. The maker, now left with a bottomless mould 
filled with a newly made brick, lifted it from the stock on to its side and placed 
a small wooden pallet, slightly larger in area than the mould, on to which the 
brick was slipped out of the mould, frog downwards. The brick on the pallet 
was now placed on a long steel wheeled barrow which had on it four slats 
about seven feet long, the barrow called a "bearing off barrow". The normal 
load for the barrow was thirty or thirty two bricks laid out on their pallets in two 
long rows. The maker then wheeled the loaded barrow out to the "hack" 
ground. "Hack" being the term used for long rough sawn timber bases on 
which to stand the freshly made bricks placed on edge in parallel double 
rows. This was achieved by placing a spare pallet on top of the wet brick 
allowing the brick to be gently picked up between the two pallets, lifted from 
the barrow and transferred on edge to the "hack" board, leaving the bricks 
spaced the width of a pallet apart, about 3/8 of an inch. The length of the 
drying hacks would have been some fifty yards long. A tally of bricks made 
was by denting the head of the last brick from each barrow load with the 
corner of a pallet on the first layer put down. When the first layer had been 
completed these dents could be counted up and multiplied by the number of 
bricks carried on the barrow plus the odd number needed to ‘complete’ the 
round. The total in that first round was then inscribed on the plain face on an 
end brick. The next layer was placed with the bottom face of the bricks across 
the small gap of spacing left between bricks when the first round was placed. 
A new round could only be added when in was certain that lower rounds 
would stand the weight. When made, each brick contained approximately two 
pounds of water, and had a one in ten shrinking factor, allowed for when 
moulds were made. Any form of rough handling of a newly made brick 
distorted its shape. 
      The hacks for brick drying were placed some thirteen feet apart, the 
bricks being protected from the weather by light roof shaped covers called 
"caps" which could be easily lifted on and off the drying bricks. Hacks were 
built to a limited height of eight courses when first placed out, and when just 
dry enough to handle the top four courses were "skintled" that is lifted to 
eleven courses by criss-crossing to a pattern with a much wider joint to speed 
up the natural drying of the last bricks made. Four inches wide steel running 
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plates, twelve feet long allowed the iron wheeled barrows to be pushed over 
the fairly soft ground used for paths each side of the hacks. 
      When the bricks were deemed dry enough to burn, usually a minimum of 
three weeks after being moulded, they were loaded on to "crowding barrows" 
up to eighty a time down to the "clamp" ground. This well drained piece of 
ground was prepared to a rectangular saucer shape. This shape ensured that 
when burning, the bricks, in theory, lent towards the middle. The whole 
design of a clamp is aimed to ensure the unburnt bricks are kept together as 
tightly as possible to achieve the best possible burning result. There are 
several ways of "setting" (stacking) clamps aimed to keep the burning bricks 
tightly packed, some using a lot of cross ties which put up the broken brick 
wastage factor to a point where their uses are not economic. All these 
precautions are necessary to counteract the clamps sinkage when the up to 
twelve inches of rough fuel on which the bricks are stacked, used to ignite the 
bricks, burns away. The clamp is built by putting down a nine inch base wall 
of loose bricks on edge five layers high across the end of the clamp ground 
and extended far enough along each side to enable the first section called an 
"upright" to be started. This is formed by laying a base of open set "firebricks" 
two courses high, on edge inside the base wall, with an extra pattern of 
bricks, "pillow bricks" on the immediate inside to further tilt the green bricks 
inwards when burning. This first upright section is tapered inwards on the 
outside leaving the inside face upright to enable further sections to be added, 
three brick lengths wide to a point when it considered the clamp is long 
enough to meet the burning cycle, geared to the rate of production. The 
concluding section is like an upright in reverse. The whole is walled in by a 
pattern of casing bricks designed to retain heat. The height of the clamp is 
governed by the amount of weight the bottom layer of green bricks will stand 
when subject to a high temperature without collapsing "squabbing". The top 
of the clamp is currently two layers of burnt bricks on edge burnt under sheds. 
In its first twenty five years the works had no clamp sheds so the clamp tops 
were covered by several layers of burnt bricks laid flat "platters" the thickness 
depended on seasonable weather. If a wet summer was endured the top 
layers of green bricks reabsorbed water and in consequence swelled up 
causing them to rupture under stress. These in severe conditions often meant 
the loss of several layers of new bricks fit only for rubble. 
      Back to the early days, the cycle was to dig clay in the winter sufficient to 
more than cover the estimated production of the following summer. 
Weathering, that is exposing freshly dug clay to rain and air. This had the 
effect of breaking down the clay structure into smaller particles thus making 
the prepared material more plastic for moulding, and the resultant shrinkage 
more even, minimizing cracks and breakages. 
      Messrs Sitford and Elphick had no choice but to manhandle each stage of 
making the hard way, starting with a pick and shovel. Then hand-sifting the 
refuse ashes; the fines for mixing in with clay all had to be separated out in 
winter months and the cinders piled by for use under clamps. Woodcutting 
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provided employment to fill in the time not needed for winter clay digging. 
Some time in this period was also used to repair caps, lee and hack boards. 
      I understand that after the takeover of the works in 1907 by Mr. Sitford for 
the now incredible £27, of which Mr. Elphick provided £5, winter work was so 
scarce that Mr. Elphick left Mr. Sitford to dig the clay while he found what 
other employment he could, which sometimes entailed walking up to eight 
miles each way daily. The joint ownership came to an end when through a 
long period of illness Mr. Elphick had to ask for his £5 back, but he still carried 
on with the work arrangements when he recovered. Caps and lew boards 
were bought in sets ready to make up on a jig. The earliest price I remember 
for one set of cap board was 125p. A winter time filler was digging and 
screening sand in the pit adjacent to Cowstocks in Freshfield lane for sale to 
local builders and brick making. It was very silty sand, not too popular with 
bricklayers because it tended to make mortar stick to the trowel. Another 
winter occupation was digging with the aid of picks and crowbars the brown 
coarse gravel from a pit close to the railway line in the Wild Boar fields. This 
was used to maintain the highway tracks all around the farms and estate. 
Both sand and gravel were dug on a per cubic yard piecework rate. This was 
around 5p. In the late 20's. Brickyard staff was often used as beaters for the 
family shoot; during one period wearing white smocks with red collars and 
cuffs. Farm building repairs was another winter activity to supplement the 
work of the full-time estate carpenter and the estate bricklayer. Only daylight 
hours could be worked at a flat rate per hour in the winter. All time limits due 
to the weather were unpaid, Bank Holidays and sick time included. Local 
slate clubs were popular; they usually paid up to ten weeks’ sick pay a year 
with a handy share-out of any surplus at Christmas. All these rules of pay 
were common to all manual workers employed on an hourly basis in those 
days. 
      At that time there was no running water available, so in those formative 
days every drop of rainwater needed to be funneled into holes from which 
clay had been extracted. Most work had to be done in natural light, candle 
and hurricane lamps were the only alternative. No mod cons. existed, a 
selection of bushes in the nearby woods provided cover for nature’s needs. 
The making-stool cover was the only place under which to take cover when it 
rained. Vast quantities of cold tea were consumed in the summer, some of it 
brought down by the families when they brought food, for some reason called 
"Beaver". Working days in the summer were extremely long, from early 
morning until late at night, working at a high speed throughout the day. When 
I joined F.L.B. in 1926 the minimum day was 5-30am. to 6.30pm. Early 
annual production must have been small by today's standards. A man on his 
own made 1200 to 1300 bricks a day, a man and a boy 2,700. Allowing for 
time taken for clamping the bricks when only two were employed, making say 
28 weeks a year five and half days a week, the original output would have 
been well under half a million bricks a year. 
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      Other than stone, alternative building blocks to bricks did not then exist. 
Underburnt bricks "place bricks" were used for internal use, or sometimes for 
the whole building and then rendered over. Rough burnt bricks or stone used 
for foundation. Most of clamp burnt bricks were sold A.T.R. “As They Rise”, 
this made it acceptable when loading for delivery to a building site to 
sandwich one rough or underburnt brick between two acceptable facings, the 
builder then quite cheerfully sorted them out again to suit his needs. Bricks 
were always handled in threes which allowed, after a good deal of practice, 
for them to be thrown quite long distances from one person to another, from 
clamp to a second person loading the cart or later a lorry. 
      To ensure the exact required amount was loaded, throwers from the 
clamp to the vehicle loaders, sang out in a loud voice numbers one to a 
hundred, at which point obviously three hundred bricks had changed hands. 
A tally brick to record each three hundred was stood aside, odd amounts less 
than three hundred was counted to the nearest multiple of three and the final 
one or two bricks added to round the number off. The method was not fool 
proof, human nature being what it is. Backchat among the loaders often led to 
an argument as to what the last number sung out was. When loading on to 
larger lorries became common, and systems slowly changed and the effect of 
good basic schooling became apparent, it was accepted that the first full 
length row placed on the lorry was counted and that number was divided into 
what was the total wanted for a particular delivery, then the resultant rows 
spread evenly over the lorry. 
      Working on a piecework basis has always been the only satisfactory way 
of getting a reasonable output of bricks at the various stages of production. 
For some reason it was agreed between staff and management that a flat 
living wage should be drawn on the piecework earnings each week, 
      From 1926 when I joined F. L. B. until I took over as works manager in 
1932, the sum drawn weekly was £2.50, and any balance called a "settle-up", 
drawn at the end of each season. The day work rate from the mid-twenties 
right round to the outbreak of war in 1939 was 5p. an hour, irrespective of the 
number of hours worked. As mentioned before, sick and holiday pay was 
non-existent until the mid-thirties. It was then agreed that 5p. per week should 
be deducted from twenty six weeks of summer wages topped up by the 
Guv’nor to £2.50 when a week’s holiday was taken the following year. 
      When I was a lad of thirteen years, rumour spread in Danehill that part of 
Herbert Ronald Hardy's coming of age 21st. birthday party was being held in 
a field to the north side of Keysford. I gate-crashed, as many others from 
Danehill did, mainly to share the excitement of seeing a light aircraft take off 
and land, taking those who could afford it on 50p trips. Little did I realise that 
inside five years I would start a relationship with the Guv’nor and his family 
that would endure for the rest of my life. In 1924 the Guv’nor, now married 
and living at Latchetts, took the Scout Troop he had started to Belgium to 
camp. To one who had gone no further than an annual day trip to Brighton, 
this seemed like going to the ends of the earth. 
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      The result being that I joined the Scouts at the age of seventeen and a bit. 
Being of that age, and with a fair gap in age to the next scout, I was duly 
made a Rover Scout. At that time I had acquired quite a useful knowledge of 
practical work having since the age of fifteen worked on around ten different 
jobs such as building sites and contract work. The Guvnor took the works 
over from Riley Sitford in 1924 for a sum of money that was paid by 
installments. In the hot summer of 1926 I was employed by Thomas White, 
working underground heading driving on a new sewer for what is now 
Woodride Haywards Heath. Seeing I looked a bit pasty faced when we sat 
talking at Scouts in the field in front of the church, the Guvnor said "Why don’t 
you come and work for me at the brickworks?” I accepted and was originally 
taken on as lorry driver’s mate with a drop in wages from £2.75 a week to 
£2.00, around Sept. 1926. 
      The Iorry was a massive solid tyred Dennis that carried only 1500 bricks 
for a load. It was driven by Fred Chantler when he wasn't doing his official job 
as chauffeur to the family. Later Ernie (Col) Wood became the full-time driver 
when a greater production justified it. It was a day’s work to take 1500 bricks 
to Brighton and return with a load of sea sand for making. The staff at the 
works when I started was old Mr. Sitford, the manager, his two sons George 
and Bert, his son in law Charlie Fox, Mr. Elphick and son Charlie, Col. Wood 
and a lad, Jabez Randall. It was soon noticed by Mr. Sitford that outside of 
brick making I knew how to tackle most things, whereas the rest of the gang 
had only worked at brick making. I was lorry driver’s mate for not many 
weeks. 
      Three curved topped hack sheds sufficient to put one day’s brick making 
out to dry under cover were next erected.  Bricks were only made from early 
April until mid October because outside that period, the soft bricks were liable 
to frost damage.  A clamp shed to hold 90,000 was built with a curved roof 
using larch trees as uprights.  This was soon replaced with a steel shed built 
by A.J.Main to hold a clamp of 150,000 bricks on the site where the disused 
one is now.  It was not until 1928 that a firm called Bulmer and Sons 
contracted to put down the four track dryer in use now.  Bulmer was a shifty 
character who had to be threatened with legal proceedings to complete a 
bare minimum of what he undertook to do. The then dryer consisted of a 30ft. 
by 6ft. 6inch hand-stoked boiler with a 30ft. brick chimney. This fed live steam 
at around 301b. pressure into a system of what proved to be bastard-sized 
one inch pipes. A third of the dryer’s length was a tempering room heated by 
only five pipes beneath each track, the next third had eight pipes underneath 
with a further five between tracks; the dry end third had double this number. 
Eighty very flimsy dryer cars were supplied by Bulmer with wooden pallets, 
each to hold nine bricks on edge. The condensation from the steam pipes in 
the dryer was returned to the boiler house for recycling. When it came to 
connect the dryer rails with the transfer track running alongside the new 
clamp shed it was discovered that the dryer and clamp shed was far from 
square with each other. This was corrected by having bends in the lasts 
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lengths of dryer rails. The boiler was initially manned from 6am. to twelve 
midnight. The output of the dryer was 30,000 weekly. 
      On the making side Cmdr. Hardy had initially replaced the one horse pug 
mill with a six feet diameter mortar pan driven by a belt pulley off a tractor. 
This coped with one barrow of mix at a time which had to be taken out by 
hand using a turning iron. 
While the dryer was being built, a vertical Norris brick making machine was 
also being installed, fed by an overhead 8ft. dia. four gridded wet pan. The 
pug from this was fed into a rotary mixer and from there into the top of the 
moulding machine which also had a vertical mixing shaft. The bricks were 
made in three brick moulds which had previously been sanded and fed into 
the machine by hand. The bricks were tipped out on to individual 
pallets that had been placed on a turntable from which they were either 
loaded on to bearing off barrows to be run out on to natural drying hacks, or 
stood on edge on dryer car pallets for the dryer. The labour required for the 
whole process was two in the hollick hole loading one cubic yard skips by 
hand, one on the pan winching up the skip, which were emptied on the steel 
plated floor and then fed by hand into the wet pan. Beneath on the making 
machine and disposing of the bricks were three men and two boys. Power for 
this plant came from a 36hp. single piston diesel engine. 
      All this was great advance on the two hand makers. Production rose to 
over 3,000,000 annually, and the number of staff was increased to cope. The 
younger Sitford son Bert, being the brightest of the family, did all the booking-
out of bricks sold, and paid wages from a pile of cash from his desk in an 8ft. 
by 6ft. works office. He was loosely supervised by then estate agent a Mr. 
Cross, whose office was a room at the garden side of Keysford House. The 
temptation to fiddle proved too much for Master Bert; he switched from a 
motor bike and side car to a super new Morris saloon car. His honesty was 
not questioned at the time but in 1930 there was no longer a work’s lorry, and 
the use of petrol from the newly installed pump by the works main entrance 
was use only in the family's private cars. It was soon noticed by the afore-
mentioned chauffeur, Fred Chantler, who should have been the only one 
using the pump, that someone else had access and petrol was missing. Fred 
and the local policeman kept watch from behind a pile of birch poles opposite 
and very soon caught Master Bert helping himself using a key he had 
retained. With the police involved a court case was inevitable, and Bert was 
bound over for twelve months. It all came out when Bert failed to come to 
work. 
      Mr. Riley Sitford the manager, Bert's father, was by now completely out of 
his depth with the new method of mechanical brick making, and handed in his 
resignation. I asked the Guv’nor if I could become works manager, but he 
said that at twenty two years of age I was too young. A Mr. Berry who had 
been managing at Fletton works took the job as a step towards getting back 
to his native town of Burgess Hill. He was a mine of information with whom I 
got on well. In 1932 he took the job as manager of Mead's brickworks 
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Burgess Hill and recommended to the Guvnor that he should give me trial as 
manager of F. L. B. This he did on the condition I got married as soon as 
possible and moved into the work’s cottage. Luckily Mrs. B. and I had been 
saving to get married, and fitted the cottage out fully furnished for £80 odd. I 
spent every spare moment re-decorating the cottage, and within three weeks 
we married on June 25th. 1932, had a week's honeymoon, and moved in. 
From my average piecework earnings of £.4.50 a week I took a drop of 
income down to £2.75 plus the cottage and 2% of F.L.B.'s confirmed profits. 
At the end of the first complete year the bonus came to £12.50. 
      Another reason for me to get married and move in quickly was that the 
Guv’nor was deeply involved in a religious movement called the Oxford 
Group, which at that time was prevalent. He was called on by the Group to go 
to Canada with others to spread the movement there. He left for some 
months, giving me permission to expand the works within the limits of £150. 
This was spent by getting three self covered mobile hand making stools and 
spending the balance on putting down a number of hacks after clearing the 
scrub on the area west of the 1934 mess room. A clamp ground was shaped 
and drained to the south of the mess room, all of which made a useful 
addition to the annual turnover. 
      Around 1936 a firm called Rector & Pickis contracted to put down our first 
Berry moulding machine complete with 7ft. wet pan and conveyor. This was 
covered by the shed that now stands to the westerly side of the works and 
currently used for dryer C, repairs and odd jobs. This new plant was driven by 
a single cylinder 30 hp. Ruston diesel engine, via a lay shaft. The hack 
ground in that region was extended to cope with the extra output. 
A steam driven fan, still in use, plus a large steam heated radiator was 
installed adjacent to the boiler house to blow hot air into the exit end of the 
four track dryer, thus considerably increasing the dryer throughput. For two 
summers, to get greater output, the new Berry plant was run on a two shift 
system, 6am to 2pm, and 2pm to 10pm. There was also a wide outside drying 
shed put up on the new Berry side of the works to cope with the potential 
output. Two more tracks were added to the south side of the dryer plus a 
solid fuel air heater also on that side. 
      The clay-getting side also saw some changes. With hindsight on fiddle, 
after me taking on as works manager the piecework system for clay digging 
was changed from so much a one yard truck to measuring 9ft. wide blocks of 
clay to get the cubic content before it was dug. The leader of the clay-digging 
gang took part in the measuring to the satisfaction of both sides. We then 
purchased a petrol engine powered spade to minimise using picks. We 
bought in Jan. 1939, from the Alpta Cement works for £1,200, a complete 
rope haulage system which by using two rail tracks took the loaded skips of 
clay from the clay face to the curf and returned the empties on the other track. 
Trucks had to be man handled at each end on turntables. 
      It was while excavating to put down the top brick making shed, some 
pieces of old pottery was found. At first the Guvnor offered lOp. for each bit 
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rescued, but he quickly found that one large piece had become several small 
pieces when handed over. The pottery was identified by a learned Prof. 
Margeson as pre- Roman and was dated about 50.B.C. It was in a shallow V 
shaped trench which extended some way back into the wood. As it was so 
prolific, the many interested experts asserted there must have been a pottery 
works at that site in pre-Roman days. Quite a lot was first shown and then 
housed at the Lewes museum. Although the Roman's head on the works 
trade mark argues a bit with being "founded 50 B.C." the Guv’nor thought the 
chance to capitalise on the find was too good to miss, hence the trademark. 
The pottery find is recorded in a handbook, a copy being somewhere in the 
office. 
      In 1939 rumours of war and Hitler's antics made forward planning very 
difficult. Sales dropped except for place bricks which went for London street 
bomb shelters. Several chaps, of the right age group, were called up to the 
pre-war militia. We stood others off; some of them went to Sussex Brick at 
Horsham, others to Hudson’s West Hoathly Brickworks. Later the demand for 
bricks for shelters, facings or otherwise was such that we re-engaged some 
staff. We hired a 10RB excavator to speed up clay digging, paying the owner 
on a solid cubic yard basis. Finally the works was closed for the duration of 
war, late 1941, leaving just two pensioners Mr. Elphick and Mr. Dale to load 
what few bricks were sold and do odd jobs on the estate. 
      With the Guv’nor in the Navy, it was likely that I could, and was expected 
to, remain out of the services to look after the estate. It was considered a 
reserve occupation. The only service I could volunteer for was aircrew. This I 
did, and was called to London for two days for screening. The verdict was 
that I was intelligent, extremely fit but educationally substandard; thanks to 
the low quality of teachers at Danehill School I attended during World War 
One. I persuaded the R.A.F. officials that given a chance I could do 
something about it, to which they agreed. I took a correspondence course in 
maths. Feeling under -occupied at home I applied for, and got the job of 
running a timber haulage unit that a large London garage had got a contract 
for at Herstmonceaux; there doing this for a war time diversion. My elder 
brother Bill agreed to join me, his having had a lot of timber hauling 
experience. The third member of the gang was a Cockney lorry driver to drive 
the large Scammel timber tug with loads to a sawmill at Ashford. He stayed 
three days which resulted in my driving the lorry while Bill snaked out the 
timber with the tractor winch. I worked on my correspondence course at the 
lodgings we took, returning home by cycle at weekends during which time I 
spent several hours with Mr. Bird the Danehill headmaster. Mrs. B. coped 
extremely well with works’ business and the problems posed by having a 
Canadian transport unit parked under the trees around the works, using the 
old mess room to house a dozen or so men for whatever purpose. At one 
stage while lighting the fire with petrol they set the mess room alight causing 
some damage to the roof. They gave us the option and we asked them to do 
the necessary repairs. Early in 1943 I was called up for aircrew training as a 
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bomb aimer/navigator and sent to Manitoba Canada for flying training for 
eight months. With a commission I came back early 1944 and joined a crew. 
We further trained on Hansons, then on to Wellingtons and finally Lancasters. 
I logged up nearly 600 flying hours and was waiting to go on Ops. when V.E. 
day was declared. As the Americans only needed a token force of Allied 
aircrew to help them against Japan, it was obvious that it was only a matter of 
time before some of us would get our discharge. I applied for and got a B 
release to do important work in August 1945. The works had been used for 
War Agricultural repairs after the Canadians had left. They put up several 
long sheds for cover using bales of straw for the sides. With other works’ 
disruptions, these made a lot of work putting the works back to a state when 
we could restart brick making. By re-engaging most of the old staff we 
restarted in Jan. 1946. 
      One large job that was done by works’ labour and Fred Chantler during 
the thirties was putting in an estate water main. This entailed tapping the 
prolific springs that rise in front of Latchetts and installing a small ram in the 
field below powered by the spring water. A 1in. pipe from there ran back from 
the ram to feed Latchetts and then on up from there feeding stand pipes 
placed to the rear of Garden, April and Step cottages, and from there on up to 
a concrete reservoir in the wood 50yds. further on. The water that had been 
used to power this first small ram was piped from it down past the length of 
the big lake to a piston driven ram powered by lake water. The ram pit is still 
down stream from the lake. This larger ram pumped water up across fields to 
the three one thousand gallon water tanks already in use to the north of 
Keysford. To the credit of whoever made them, these same tanks are still in 
use as header tanks for the works’ water supply. Another 1" pipe ran from the 
large lake ram down to the cottages at Freshfield Crossways, supplying the 
works and brickworks’ cottages on the way.  
      The trenches for this several miles of piping was dug by hand and put to 
the depth of 18". It was not realised then that Latchetts spring water 
contained a high iron content as did the water at Holy Well pumping station. 
Without special treatment this water is very corrosive, so the devastating 
result was that by the mid-war time, 1943, all the fairly recently installed pipes 
had become so rusted up inside that very little water passed through them. 
The two old pensioners retained at the works, Dale and Elphick, re-dug the 
trench from Latchetts springs down to the ram at the lake and the pipes were 
replaced by a self-employed engineer from East Grinstead called Dunstall. 
Untreated lake water was pumped to Keysford and the Crossways while the 
pipe was being replaced. Not long after the war mains water was brought to 
Horsted Keynes and the works’ area. In 1939 11,000 volt electricity mains 
were, to our good fortune, put overhead across the works allowing us to 
convert to this for power after the war. 
It was in the period immediately after the war that plans took shape to put 
down another complete brick making plant to the north of the existing Norris 
machine. This was mainly made up of second hand plant bought from various 
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works that did not re-open after the war. The 8' 6" dia. wet pan still in daily 
use was bought from a works in Surrey for £250. The present rotary mixer 
under the pan was bought new. This fed into a pair of second hand French 
high speed rolls, since replaced by the current ones. The present 24" belt 
conveyor I had seen at a closed brickworks while working at Herstmonceux. 
We divided it into two, one for outside the other in, after getting extra head 
and tail rollers made up. The box feeder was new. The present shed was 
extended in the roof trusses, mainly made up of reclaimed Morrison bomb 
shelter tops; the angle irons can be seen to have many unused holes in them 
that took wire mesh in war days. Two Berry machines were bought new from 
the now extinct Berry and Sons. A Worthing firm, ? ,did the machinery 
installation. 
      Works’ labour did all the concrete infill of the lower walls of the shed and 
built the brick and concrete piers to take the pan and rotary mixer. We also 
did the waterproof pit in the hommick hole to take the feeder. To power this 
plant and before a transformer had been tapped into the high voltage 
electricity lines, we paid Keymer brickworks £1,000 for a massive 150hp. 
diesel engine. Seeboard then agreed to put us in a transformer so we sold 
the engine back to Keymer for £500 so as not to be lumbered with it, before it 
was moved. 
The Norris plant was scrapped but not before a nasty accident happened to 
Bill Daniels, a hommicker who came in twice daily to throw the off cuts over 
the shafting and gears of the Norris machine back into the rotary mixer. He 
was standing on the stone trap weights taking lumps of pug from his mate 
below when his loose shirt sleeve caught up in some horizontal shafting 
winding him over the crown wheel and pinion of the Norris into the rotary 
mixer beneath the pan. He had the good sense to spread his arms and legs 
out to avoid getting chewed up by the mixer knives. Chuckles Penny heard 
him yell and saw him disappear and raced round to stop the lay shaft that 
drove the plant. We fished Bill Daniels out of the mixer minus everything but 
his thick leather belt, boots and socks. He was covered from head to toe with 
bruises, apparent when we washed some of the pug off him. In the war Bill 
had previously faced near-death when he was chained to a gun wheel to be 
shot at dawn for sleeping while on sentry duty. He was saved by a German 
counter attack which dispersed his unit. He chose not to come back to the 
works when he had recovered. 
      The now surplus Norris plant was dismantled, the pan was sold to 
Hamsey brickworks, the rest to the scrap-merchant. The part of the building 
that had housed the wire-cut machine was used as an engineer's workshop 
and the departed estate carpenter, Mr. Pollard's, shop continued to be used 
for work connected to building maintenance and carpentry. 
      It was on a 5th. of November that the dryer caught alight. The roof was 
tinder dry, and the fire spread quickly towards the timber exhaust shaft at the 
making end. The roof was more inflammable because to make the best of 
what we had, to get restarted after the war, we used the curved corrugated 
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sheets from some of the outside hack sheds to put a span roof over the dryer 
(as it was then). The original felt-covered flat roof let rain in everywhere. We 
stripped off the felt and top boarding and infilled between the rafters by 
cutting the bales of straw left behind by the War Agriculture people into three 
on the estate saw bench, so there was plenty to burn. The Guv’nor was with 
me down at the newly-worked bottom pit by the lake. Johnny Johnson came 
running down the hill shouting, “The dryer’s alight, sir!” Fortunately, a bright 
boy who had been on fire service during the war, had quickly organised other 
chaps to help him remove a wider section of the dryer roof thus preventing 
the flames reaching the wooden exhaust shaft and making shed. The office 
girls had called the Haywards Heath Fire Brigade, who in turn called up two 
more when they saw the size of the fire. 
      The immediate effect of the fire at that time of the year was to stop all 
brick making. The width of the four track dryer was ideal to take the war 
surplus 18ft. x 12inch Bailey Bridge girders that we bought for £3.00 each. 
We bought a cheap load of Maycrete slabs, these were hollow and looked 
ideal for putting between the girders as a basis for an insulated roof. 
Unfortunately they were made of sawdust, sand and cement, designed to line 
wartime barracks. They proved to be too brittle for our use. We had 
purchased a large quantity of Morrison bomb shelter tops. These were sheet 
steel 6ft. x 4ft. by eighth of an inch thick. We changed roofing plans and put 
the girders 4ft. apart with the steel sheets in between to form shuttering held 
up by dryer cars. We borrowed a brick crusher from Kunnion the builder and 
crushed up many cubic yards of rubble and soft brick. Using a second-hand 
concrete mixer, we infilled the bottom five inches of the girders with insular 
concrete reinforced by any scrap iron we could lay hands on. This enabled us 
to restart brick making six weeks after the fire. Spare labour then put green 
bricks on edge on the first layer of concrete which enabled us to put the steel 
plates up to the level of the top of the girders, over which we placed a further 
5" of concrete forming a smooth top to the dryer roof. When this was set, it 
was reasonably easy to knock out the green bricks and recover the steel 
plates leaving a cavity roof. To weather this roof and use any waste heat that 
filtered through for sand drying, we demolished the large natural drying shed 
from the mess room side and used the timber and sheeting to put a lean-to 
roof over the dryer. This was carried on the still-in-use lightweight lattice 
girders made up of straightened out curved 1" x 1" angle, also war surplus. 
      History has proved that the dryer fire was one of the best things that could 
have happened, leaving us with a reliable well-insulated roof. The warm wall 
on the dryer south side gave the Guv’nor the idea of growing peaches along it 
on a commercial basis. Unfortunately they proved too much of a temptation to 
some of the staff, the fruit disappeared before it was barely ripe. 
      The efficiency of the dryer was improved with passing time. The 30ft. 
chimney was extended to 50ft. Two sets of two track tunnels were added to 
the south side. The exhaust shaft which was originally one third of the way 
down from the wet end, was moved to its present position and with time 
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heightened. A large steam heated radiator provided a stream of hot air, 
generated by a compact high speed Reader steam engine direct coupled to a 
fan. The exhaust of the steam engine was fed into the floor-piping system that 
originally heated the dryer. 
      Around 1948 it became apparent that the raw material from the works 
level pits was lacking in clay content; bricks produced were oversized and 
extremely brittle. In fact, the Grinstead clay had run out. Geologists’ advice 
was sought, and a team led by a young Mr. Higginbottom, confirmed that the 
bed of Wadhurst clay which lay deep under the Ashdown sand stretched from 
beyond Tunbridge Wells and surfaced at stream level in the valley 500 yards 
to the west, but some 100ft. below works level. Under pressure to stay in 
business, it became obvious that to get the right mix of the two deposits was 
the answer. 
      After 1948, when it became necessary to use the strong Wadhurst clay 
from the bottom pit, getting it up the steep hill from the pit to works level was 
not easy. At the time we had only two primitive dumpers fitted with paraffin 
engines and poor brakes, making driving up the very steep bottom half of the 
woodland ride extremely hazardous. With the knowledge that many stock 
brickworks in the Kent area conveyed clay over long distances by reducing it 
to a slurry, we thought this was the answer. We bought a slurry mill from one 
Kent works for £20 and a slurry pump from another for £400. We got 
electricity laid from Tremans Road. and put in a 6" pipe up from the mill to 
feed into slurry pits we had formed when digging out the works short clay. 
The function of these was to let the liquid clay settle and gradually drain off 
water from the top, eventually leaving smooth buttery clay for making. We 
had by this time bought a Ruston three/eighth cu. yd. excavator fitted with a 
face shovel and a backacter, the latter making it possible to dig below stream 
level in water. One big snag of turning the clay into slurry was that anything in 
the way of stone that would not pass through the fine grids between the slurry 
mill and pump got left behind in the slurry mill. This meant spending every 
Saturday morning cleaning out the mill by hand. Water from the lake was 
used in large quantity for this process, and washing out the mill led to the 
stream from the lake becoming mud-stained. Complaints of muddied water 
from people downstream came in after the first season’s working; these were 
backed up by the River Board. 
      Around this time Guy Hardy was running a land-clearing company called 
Fieldwork Ltd. Having lost his practical co-partner, killed in an accident, Guy 
was left with the company owing some £10,000. With F.L.B. making a 
reasonable profit it was thought prudent that it should hire Fieldwork at rates 
that would wipe out its loss. Fieldworks equipment being in the main a tractor 
mounted shovel and a small bulldozer, made it possible to hire this to grade a 
cutting down from the works to the bottom pit to take the steepness off the 
bottom part of the woodland ride. This was done, thus making it possible to 
use more modern dumpers to bring up the Wadhurst clay and stop using the 
slurry mill. Guy became a sales rep. for F.L.B. leaving F.L.B. to run Fieldwork. 
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      The tragic death of the Guv’nor on May 12th. 1954 while on holiday in 
Spain with his wife and Cmdr. and Mrs. Cook shattered all closely connected 
with the works and Danehurst Estate. His will left the works outright to his 
wife but by an oversight, not the land. 
      The estate became a trust with Mrs. Hardy, her brother Oliver Loftus and 
a Margaret Gurney as trustees. Mrs. Hardy became tenant for life of the 
estate, and by family agreement she bought from the trust, land likely to be 
wanted for the long-term use of the brickworks. The night she returned from 
Spain she asked me and Mrs. B up to Keysford to tell us she wanted to 
become as involved as possible with the day-to-day running of the works and 
its sales side. She was left with some £70,000 death duties to find. On advice 
from the then family solicitor Mr. Wadham who recommended the sale of part 
of the estate; Keysford was sold for £15,000, Danehill Farm, a large piece of 
woodland and several cottages to Birch Grove estates for £17,500, 
Woodlands Farm and bungalow went for £4,500 and eventually, when Guy 
vacated it, Cockhaise Farm and two cottages for £10,000; the balance was 
raised by the sale of shares. In order to sell Keysford, Mrs. Hardy had built 
Otye House. She paid the Palmer family, who had been for many years 
tenants of Treman’s Farm, £1,OOO to give up the tenancy, because of the 
irresponsible behaviour of the younger Palmer boys, and agreed with the 
Butler family that they should take it over. The farm buildings at that time 
were next to Treman’s House, so she got planning permission to put up a 
modern range of farm buildings next to Treman’s Farm house. 
      In the meantime the brickworks continued to expand, eventually putting 
up a total of three clamp sheds in what had been old Bob Newnham's plough 
field. Forklift trucks replaced the light rails that had been used for crowding, 
reducing the crowding gang from nine to six. The dryer was increased to 
eleven tracks with an anthracite grain fuelled heater on the south side, its 
flues running under a two track dryer to utilise the waste heat. Since the 50’s 
additions of three more moulding machines, and the modernization and 
extension of the drying tunnels, plus undercover burning space for over three 
million bricks, has seen production of standard bricks now exceed the twelve 
million mark, plus over two hundred thousand specials, annually. 
 
 

 

Updated in 2018 by Laurence Hardy 
 
In 1967  the business was formed into a Limited Company. 
 
In 1985 Mrs Beryl Hardy died and not long after that ‘Shon’ Bennett also died. 
Fortunately this date coincided with the company Laurence Hardy was 
Managing Director of was sold and he took over the Chairmanship and his 
son Alan, who was working at the brickworks became Managing Director and 
a Brian Page was Works Manager. 
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The brickworks flourished until 1990 when the industry suffered a major 
recession. Prices dropped from asp of £376/1000 to just over £150/1000.  
FLB accumulated a year’s production in stock and was facing possible 
bankruptcy if no solution was found. 
We had had no sales force up until this crisis and no advertising strategy.  
Alan proposed that we recruit a sales team and increase production 
significantly to lower the cost of bricks so we could compete.  This was 
agreed and we installed a new Brick production plant that increased 
production to 30 million units. We recruited a sales team, this included Frank 
Hanna who we eventually made the Sales Director and gave him a share of 
the company to reward his contribution to turning the company around. 
The newly revitalized FLB surged ahead and once again flourished. 
In 2009 we were approached by Michelmersh to see if we would sell. After 
some negotiations and time for Michelmersh to raise the necessary capital 
the sale completed in April 2010. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


